Abstract -Biometric systems are alternates to the traditional identification systems. This paper provides an overview of single feature and multiple features based biometric systems, including the performance of physiological characteristics (such as fingerprint, hand geometry, head recognition, iris, retina, face recognition, DNA recognition, palm prints, heartbeat, finger veins, palates etc) and behavioral characteristics (such as body language, facial expression, signature verification, speech recognition, Gait Signature etc.).
I. Introduction
According to International Standard Organization (ISO), biometric means -automated recognition of individuals on the basis of their physiological and behavioral characteristics‖. A biometric system is also known as human recognizer or human identifier or human authenticator. Every human being can be uniquely identified on the basis of physiological & behavioral characteristics [104] [75] . The term biometric is defined from two Greek words ‗bio' means life and ‗metric' means measurement. In 500 B.C. Babylonians used fingerprints for business transactions. In the same period Egyptians used hand print image to differentiate between trusted and un-trusted traders.
Chinese and Romans used hand image for business transaction and for identifying family members almost in the same period. In the mid of 1800's French people started using Bertillon system based methods for body dimension measurement. The first fingerprint patterns and ridges based biometric system was developed in India by Azizul Haque for Edward Henry. This is called Henry's system [99] .
The different biometric aspects used for personal identification are: fingerprints, face, hand geometry, palm print, heartbeat, finger veins, gait signature, palates, DNA recognition, iris, facial expression, body language and voice etc. Fingerprint recognition involves capturing the images of fingerprints and storing them in database. The properties of ridges, cores, deltas, whorls, and minutiae points can provide a unique identification pattern [104] [75] [38] .
Face is directly associated with identity, gender, and age group of a person. Face recognition comprises of two aspects [40] : Aspect 1: Face Appearance (In face appearance, the basic aspects are attractiveness, age, face structure, and facial skin) Aspect 2: Facial Expression (The facial expression changes with change in age of a person. Facial expression includes pose, and changes in face expression)
The hand geometry based systems measure a user's hand in many dimensions e.g. hand length, finger length, finger width, palm length, and palm width. The CCD camera reads the hand shape by recording the silhouettes and these silhouettes are used for identifying a person. In palm prints based identification methods the palm print image of a person is captured by CCD camera and it is compared with the actual image stored in the database. This matching procedure is based on palm characteristics (principle lines, wrinkles, ridges, and minutiae points) [104] [67] . Every human has a heart that keeps on pumping for whole life. Electrocardiograms (ECG) are used to record the electrical activity of the heart. The digital images of heartbeats can be captured using an electronic stethoscope. The digitized heartbeat frequencies can be In finger veins based identification method, the internal structure of finger veins are scanned using a scanner and this internal structure of finger veins are used for online identification of a person [76] . Gait signatures are the images or impressions left behind by a walking person. Gait signature is based on sensor measurement. Sensor determines the pressure sensitivity on the floor. The sensor material is called Electro Mechanical Film (EMF). The EMF uses the concept of unique walking style of a person for identification [96] [56] . Palatal rugae patterns are the lines available on the surface of a palate. These lines are unique for each person and therefore, we can use palatal rugae patterns for identifying a person. The study of palatal patterns for identifying an individual is named as palatoscopy or palatal rugoscopy [50] [12] .
Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA) has a double helix structure and it gives the most reliable result for offline personal identification excluding identical twins cases. Every human has a unique DNA sequence excluding identical twins. The fraternal twins have different DNA sequences and identical twins have exactly same DNA sequence. DNA sequence consists of four alphabets namely: Adenine (A), Guanine (G), Cytosine(C), and Thymine (T). The unknown nucleotide (N) present in a DNA sequence can be either Adenine or Guanine or Cytosine or Thymine [64] . An iris is obtained after removing pupil, eye brow, skin and other noise disturbances from the eye of a person. The iris image consists of Red (R), Green (G), and Blue (B) colors and each person including identical has a unique iris. Therefore, an iris based system can be considered as a reliable and secure system for personal identification [23] . In voice based recognition techniques the input voice is captured by voice processing machine and the machine uniquely identifies a person on the basis of voice characteristics e.g. frequency, inflection, flow, and cadence etc [16] . The facial expressions of a person can be easily mimicked by another person. Therefore, it should be combined with body language and voice for identifying a person. A combination of two or more physiological and behavioral features of a person can also be used for personal identification.
Biometric systems verify the identity of a person with respect to physiological and behavioral features [48] [75] . Some of the physiological and behavioral characteristics used for personal identification are presented in figure 1 . Consider a set that takes all biometric identifiers including Hand Writing (HW), Hand Geometry(HG), Ear Geometry(EG), Iris Image(II), Lip Motion(LP), Palatal Structure(PS), Heart Beat(HB) 
where ‗M' will represent a single biometric identifier and it is insufficient for foolproof personal identification [40] . An expert person can copy gait signature, handwriting, voice, body language, and facial expressions of another person. Identical twins have the same face structure. Two persons may have same pal print, hand geometry, and finger veins but each person has unique fingerprints, iris image, and DNA sequence excluding identical twins. An identical twin pair may differ in fingerprints and iris images but they may share the same DNA sequence. The fingerprints and irises decompose very soon after the death of a person but the DNA sequence never decomposes. Thus, it is always important to use fingerprints, iris image, and DNA features based multimodal system for identifying a dead and an alive person. Hence, we have reviewed and analyzed the performance of fingerprints, iris, and DNA features based multimodal systems in this research work.
In section 2 of this research work we have discussed the background of physiological and behavioral systems. The review, classification, and analysis of fingerprint based systems are discussed in section 3. The survey and analysis of iris based systems are
II. Background of Biometric Systems
The biometric systems are classified into two categories: physiological features based biometrics and Behavioral features based biometrics.
What is a Physiological Feature?
A physiological feature is a feature which is physically present in the body of a person. These features are extracted from human body by using specific equipments and techniques.
Physiological Features Based Biometrics
The physiological features based biometrics include iris image, finger prints, thumb print, palm print, face, finger veins, hand geometry, DNA sequence, iris image, heartbeat, and palates etc.
Face recognition system analyzes the face on static images and video-based approaches. Age is an important attribute of human face. Identification and verification problems may be solved by using face recognition systems. Face recognition is used as a personal identification method in the areas of multimedia security, home security, and searching for missing individuals [96] . Face based recognition techniques store face images through a high definition digital video camera and uniquely identify a persons on the basis of face metric and eigen face properties. A human face can be easily altered through surgery or mask. The face of a person changes from childhood to become old age citizen [53] . Therefore, face recognition based system is not a robust system for personal identification. In illness, the voice of a person may change and hence voice based biometric system is also not a foolproof system. Iris is used for personal identification in highly secured zones e.g. nuclear reactors. An iris image contains a large number of visible pixel patterns which are unique for an individual and these patterns remain stable with age. The left and right irises are different for the same person. Iris recognition system includes image acquisition, iris localization, and matching iris patterns. Iris Recognition method scans the iris image with the help of digital camera and authenticates a person on the basis of iris characteristics. In retina based identification the retina image is captured using infrared scanning technique and this method uniquely identifies a person on the basis of retina characteristics e.g. image of the blood vessels [59] .
An interactive image enhancement technique based on fuzzy relaxation was presented by Zhou which can be used for enhancing fingerprints and iris images [107] . Fingerprint based identification is one of the most important identification techniques. Specific fingerprints can be identified by the patterns of ridges, furrows, and minutiae points. Veins patterns or vascular patterns remain same until the death of a person. Veins of the palm are unique for every individual and apart from size; this pattern will not vary over the course of a person's lifetime. Therefore, palm-vein patterns based biometric systems are used for secure personal identification [76] .
The decomposed bodies and burnt bodies are special cases where fingerprints are not available. In these cases we can use palates based methods or DNA sequence matching for identification. Human ear based biometric systems have been used for many years to identify a person in forensic laboratories. The demining space between specific points of the ear can be used for personal identification. This method uses image normalization, contour detection, binarization, coordinates normalization, and geometrical feature extraction steps for personal identification [10] .
Hand Geometry based identity verification techniques are implemented using the characteristics of hand geometry (length of hand, length of finger, width of finger, structure of finger, thickness of palm, and width of palm) [55] . Palate based biometric systems can be used for personal identification. Palates don't change during the life of a person. Palates are unique for each individual and remain stable during the growth of a person. Palate is used in the cases where fingerprints are not available [78] .
Limitations of Physiological Features Based Biometrics
The degradation of fingerprint caused by occupation is a disadvantage of finger print based identification. The fingerprints may be altered or modified by using certain unfair means approaches. Hand geometry based identification system has low accuracy because two or more persons may have similar hand geometry [55] . Iris based identification is a secure biometric system but the acquisition of an iris image requires more training and it is difficult to capture the correct iris image [38] . The DNA sequence based identification system cannot be used for online identification. Identical twins may have same DNA sequence. Finger veins based biometric identification systems are not applicable for identifying a handicapped person. Heartbeat based identification system may fail for identifying a person with abnormal blood pressure. Body expressions cannot be used for identifying a person because a person can easily copy the body language of another person. In palm print based identification methods, the area of palm doesn't remain same during the life period and duplicity may exist between palm prints of two persons. Identifying a person using ear geometry based identification system has very high false acceptance rate percentage. The behavioral features are the features which are extracted from day-to-day sociological behaviors of a person.
Behavioral Features Based Biometrics
The behavioral features used for personal identification are gait signature, voice, lip motion, body language, and handwriting etc. Gait signatures are used to identify an individual. In this identification method the system captures gait signature with the help of a high resolution digital camera. The acquired gait signature is converted into grayscale image. The features of gait signatures are extracted from the image and are online compared with stored gait signatures of database. On the basis of matching results a person is either accepted or rejected by the system [96] . Today, many biometric technologies are available. Amongst these technologies, voice based identity validation has a unique edge. The human voice is unique because of physiological and behavioral aspects of speech production. Every human has unique voice. The human voice includes numerous characteristics e.g. cadence, frequency, pitch, and tone. Every person has unique voice frequency, tone, pitch, and cadence. Voice based biometric solutions create a voice print which is a template of the characteristics of unique voice. A particular person can be identified on the basis of these unique features of voice. Voice recognition system can be classified into two categories [10] :
Category 1: Text-Dependent (In text-dependent method, the person will have to read predefined words, sentences, and specific phrases specified in the system) Category 2: Text-Independent (In text-independent method, the person can speak anything which he wants to speak) The online voice sample is compared with prerecorded templates. A person's voice changes overtime with the physical growth and it may also change due to coldness or specific diseases. High level voice matching methods use accents, talking style, and dialects for identifying a person [10] . 
Limitations of Behavioral Features based Biometrics
The behavioral features based biometric systems have low accuracy, high FAR, and low FRR. The gait 
Why Multimodal Systems are Important?
Each physiological and behavioral characteristic has its own limitations e.g. lip motion, body language, and voice of a person can be mimicked easily. The physiological features like palm prints, hand geometry, finger veins, and heartbeats have very high false acceptance rate. Thus, a single biometric feature based approach is not reliable and secure. It cannot identify a particular person independently. Therefore, a single feature based biometric system will not be sufficient for fool proof identification of a person. Hence, we need to combine two or more physiological and behavioral characteristics for developing a foolproof multimodal identification system. The multimodal systems have high accuracy and low false rejection rate. The structure of physiological and behavioral characteristics based biometric system is presented in figure 2.
III. Fingerprints Based Systems
This section describes the state-of-the-art of fingerprints based identification methods with advantages, disadvantages, and key features comparison. Traditionally, tokens such as physical key, personal ID cards, and passwords were used to identify a person. The limitations of these automatic tokens are: Tokens can be easily stolen or lost; Password can be guessed or forgotten. Thus, the necessity of a powerful means for identifying a person called biometric personal identification system came into existence [96] . A number of finger print based biometric systems have been developed by researchers for identifying an individual. These systems use fingerprint, thumbprint, palm print, finger veins, and hand geometry based features for identity verification [96] . The features of palm print image include principle lines, wrinkles, ridges, minutia points, singular points and texture. A low-resolution palm print image with less than 100 dpi (dots per inch) can be used to obtain principle lines and wrinkles. A high-resolution palm print image with at least 400 dpi can be used to obtain minutiae points, ridges and singular points [108] .
Fingerprints include the ridge, furrows, minutiae points, orientation of minutiae points, distances between minutiae points, whorl, and curves of fingerprints [39] . Hand geometry based identification approaches use the geometric form of hand for confirming the identity of a person. Although, human hands are not unique but, few essential features such as hand length, finger length, finger width, palm length, and palm width may differ from one person to another person. In hand geometry based identification method the hand image is captured using a CCD camera for feature extraction. In image pre-processing stage we extract the hand silhouettes and eliminate artifacts such as guidance pins; user rings; and overlapping cuffs. In hand silhouettes alignment we compute hand length, finger length, finger width, palm length, and palm width. The matching module compares user features with templates stored in database and generates matching score [103] .
Devices used for Fingerprint Recognition
Robert Mueller proposed a new approach for identifying a person using low cost equipment. For capturing fingerprints low-cost devises such as Microsoft Lifecam VX300 and Philips SPC630NC are used which manually adjusts sharpness and produces suitable image. The gamma correction is applied to fingerprint images and hybrid algorithms are used to find the minutiae points and skeleton data. For storing data, the mobility token called Micro-SD was used by Mueller which includes a smart card with an ISO compliant [66] . Shenglin Yang has given a new idea for identifying a person using fingerprints. It describes a better and efficient embedded fingerprint verification system for the -ThumbPod‖ embedded device. The ThumbPod is a complete real-time fingerprint recognition module, which includes minutiae extraction and the matching [102] .
Chaos and NDFT spread spectrum based technique for fingerprint identification was used by [51] . The chaos and NDFT spread spectrum techniques convert templates into audio signals. The templates are encrypted by chaotic encryption and modulated by Chaotic Parameter Modulation (CPM). Template extraction process doesn't require original signals. Because, it is completely blind and it uses Non-uniform Discrete Fourier Transform (NDFT) for data hiding. The data extraction depends on the secrete keys for identifying a particular fingerprint [51] . Ailisto Heikki proposed the usage of body weight and body fat percentage with finger print biometrics for personal identification. The method uses optical fingerprint sensor Biometrika FX2000 with FX3 SDK software development kit for identifying a person [35] . Atsushi Sugiura used Fingerprint User Interface (FUI) for fingerprint recognition. The FUI system identifies the finger when a user touched an input device. It uses pattern matching algorithms of fingerprint identification [84] . Aditya Abhyankar has proposed an attractive method which performs following two tasks [1] :
Task 1: Use normalized energy and threshold values to check whether a person is alive or not. 
Minutiae Angles and Orientation Fields Based Systems
Ching-Liang Su developed an accurate and efficient algorithm that automatically calculates and checks the finger-edge and finger-to-finger valleys of hand image [83] . In this method the extracted fingerprint geometries are kept in file. The automatic registration algorithm is used to find the orientations and positions of extracted fingerprints. For image comparison, phase-matching technique is used which includes complex number manipulation. For fingerprint recognition, Structured Query Language (SQL) based searching and manipulation technique using image dilation and interpolation is used [82] [83] . Gu presented a fingerprint identification system by combining global structure and local cues of a fingerprint image [31] .
Yang presented finger-veins as a new method for personal identification. First a stable finger-vein region is taken from an imaging sensor and then the fingervein characteristics at different orientations and scales are exploited using Gabor filters. Finger-veins code (FVcode) is constructed with the extracted local and global finger-vein features based on filtered image. Finally, cosine similarity measure classifier and a decision level fusion scheme are adapted for the implementation of finger-vein recognition system [101] . The breaking point and bifurcation point of a fingerprint are represented by figure 3. The breaking points and bifurcation points are called as minutiae points. The angle of orientation of a minutia point is called minutia point orientation field or minutia angle. The minutiae angles of an image are shown in figure 4 [64] . [64] .
4(a)
4(b) Fig. 4 : An actual scanned fingerprint image and its minutiae points orientation fields [64] .
Danese developed a parallel architecture based BandLimited Phase Only Spatial Correlation (BLPOC) algorithm for implementing matching algorithm. Matching algorithm is divided into three phases namely: Enrollment, Matching, and Decision. In enrollment phase two fingerprints are enhanced using background elimination and contrast augmentation approaches. The rotation algorithm based on integer pixels is used to rotate the fingerprints at several angles for fingerprints to be compared. For transforming the enhanced fingerprint image Danese used 2-dimensional Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) [19] . Latent fingerprint identification plays an important role in criminal investigations for identifying suspects. Latent fingerprints are inadvertent impressions left by fingers on surfaces of objects. A tremendous progress is seen by researchers in plain and rolled fingerprint matching methods but latent fingerprint matching is still a difficult problem because of poor quality of ridge impressions, small finger area, and large nonlinear distortion. Anil K. Jain proposed a system for matching latent fingerprints with rolled fingerprints enrolled in law enforcement databases. In addition to minutiae matching following others features are matched in this method [44] [45] :
The system was tested by matching 258 latent fingerprints in the NIST SD27 database against a background database of 29,257 rolled fingerprints obtained by combining the NIST SD4, SD14, and SD27 databases. The minutiae-based baseline rank-1 identification rate of 34.9 percent was improved to 74 percent when extended features were used [29] [68] [45] .
Core, Delta, and Centre Point Distance Based Systems
Wahab proposed a fingerprint recognition system in which ridge direction based image processing technique was used. The matching technique includes following two steps [94] :
Step 1: Match local features.
Step 2: Match global features.
Woon Ho Jung established a spiral based fingerprint recognition method. The Woon's algorithm uses following two stages for authentication [49] : Woodard used 3-D finger surface features as a biometric identifier for personal identification. Skin folds and crease patterns were extracted from the finger surface as an identifier and a feature template is generated from the curvature based representation of the registered finger images. In image preprocessing four tasks are required: data re-sampling, hand segmentation, finger extraction, and feature template generation. To locate the finger valleys the hull of the contour of hand's silhouette was used [98] . The pores matching based fingerprint identification methods used RANSAC (RANdom SAmple Consensus) algorithm for finding the corresponding cores features and finally similarity scores are calculated on the basis of pore matching results [42] [106] . A ridge pattern flow based data mining approach for fingerprint identification was proposed by [87][9] . This approach calculates the numeric code sequence for each ridge flow pattern of the input fingerprint by dividing it into five categories namely Arch, Tented Arch, Left Loop, Right Loop, and Whorl.
The latent-to-rolled/plain matching algorithm utilizes minutiae, reference points (core, delta, center point of reference), overall image characteristics (ridge quality map, ridge flow map, ridge wavelength map), and skeleton image. Feature extraction algorithm consists of preprocessing and post processing
[28] [95] . In feature extraction; reference points, overall image characteristics, and minutiae points are extracted. Ridge validation and minutiae validation algorithms are used to remove the background noise. Baseline matching algorithm is used for minutiae matching which includes local minutiae matching, global minutiae matching, and matching score computation [52] [68] [45] .
Minutiae Tree and Minutiae Distances based Systems
Anil K. Jain proposed a fast, robust and simple automatic alignment based fingerprint verification algorithm which uses point pattern matching technique. Minutiae points and minutiae distances are used in this algorithm. The algorithm decomposes minutiae matching into two stages [39] Xinjian Chen proposed Normalized Fuzzy Similarity Measurement (NFSM) algorithm. The template and input fingerprints are aligned and robustness of global alignment is improved using the registration method and local structure matching algorithm [15] . The similarities between template and input fingerprints are computed using Normalized Fuzzy Similarity Measure (NFSM). The features considered for similarity match computing are as follow [87] [15] : Feature 1: Number of matched sample points (n).
Feature 2:
The mean distance of differences between the matched minutiae pairs (d).
Minutiae based partial fingerprint recognition systems were developed by [46][69] . This system may partially identify a person on the basis of few minutiae points of fingerprint. Ravi J. proposed an algorithm for identifying a person using fingerprint minutiae matching score. In this approach Fingerprint Recognition using Minutiae Score Matching (FRMSM) method for matching fingerprints [73] . Fingerprint verification system developed by [37] [6] used following two modules:
Module I: Automatic Classification Technique (It is based on minutiae matching algorithms).
Module II: Verification Search Technique (It uses genetic algorithms based searching steps).
Koichi Ito proposed a phase based and feature based fingerprint image matching method. The phase based fingerprint matching used the Phase-only Correlation (POC) and Band Limited Phase Only Correlation (BLPOC) functions. The feature based fingerprint algorithm extracts the corresponding minutiae pairs between the registered image and the input image and it calculates the matching score using BLPOC function [36] . Fakourfar proposed a new and effective mechanism for fingerprint recognition in maritime environment. Here, database is filled with fingerprints under normal and wrinkled conditions. In wrinkled condition warm water is used for getting clear fingerprint image and then minutiae based fingerprint verification algorithm for score matching is implemented [27] . Finger veins pattern based identification is secured and easily verifiable method of personal identification. It uses following steps for identification:
Step I: Perform the finger veins image preprocessing task (Capture the finger veins image by CCD camera).
Step II: Crop the inconvenient image from original image and match the finger veins scores.
The methods for finger print binarization, thinning, and minutiae points extraction using mathematical morphology were presented by [92] . For capturing finger print image Classical and U.areU. methods were used. The feature extraction and minutiae detection can be applied after capturing the image using either Classical or UareU. method [92] . Figure 5 describes the generalized structure of fingerprints and finger veins.
Analyzing Key Features of Fingerprints and Palm Print Based Methods
The minutiae coordinates, orientation angles, and minutiae distances based methods compare rough and fuzzy set values of a fingerprint or a palm print image whereas cores, deltas, and centre point distance based method compare the patterns and orientations of two images. Minutiae tree based method constructs a minutiae tree for fingerprints and palm print images and this minutiae tree will be compared with the minutiae tree of another online image. The figures 6, and 7 represent before-compression and after-compression memory requirement limits of different biometric systems. Here, B1, B2, B3, B4, B5, B6, B7, B8, B9, B10, B11, and B12 represent Hand Writing, Voice, Heartbeat, Hand Veins, Thumbprint, Face Structure, STR of DNA sequence, Palates, Iris Image, Fingerprint, Hand Geometry, Body Language with Lip Motion and Facial Expression respectively. The memory requirement of before-compression is ranging from zero to 1500KB and for aftercompression it is ranging from zero to 500KB. The results of table 2, figure 6 , and figure 7 show that fingerprints based methods give far better matching results in comparison to other methods for online identification [22] [41] [32] [2] [16] .
IV. Iris Based Identification Systems
Iris based identification is secure and accurate because, iris image doesn't change for the whole life of a person. The iris image fully develops in the first six months after the birth of a child [11] . An Iris based identification system includes following four basis steps for identifying a person [7] [11] :
Step 1: Image Acquisition means capturing the iris image using a high resolution camera.
Step 2: Image Preprocessing includes converting the image to a gray scale image and removing noise disturbances.
Step 3: Template matching compares the user templates with templates of database using a matching metric. Step 4: Authentication uses the matching metric and declares a person either an authentic person or an imposter. Iris based identification methods can be divided into three categories: Wavelet Transformation and Canny Edge Detection, Hamming Distance, Eigen Values and Eigen vector based iris matching methods [7] [11] .
Wavelet Transformation and Canny Edge Detection Based Iris Identification
Benhammadi developed iris texture analysis based technique for personal identification. The technique uses wavelet packets for binary coding to generating compact signature of iris image datasets [8] . The feature extraction and subset selection based techniques for iris identification were used by [4] . Here, contour-let transformation technique was used to capture the intrinsic geometrical structure of iris image and then the iris image was decomposed into a set of directional sub-bands. The texture details were taken from different orientations at various scales. Finally, the system applied SVM (Support Vector Machine) classifiers to identify a person [4] . A survey paper based on image understanding for iris biometrics was presented by Bowyer [11] . This paper includes Safir, Daugman, and Wilde's approaches.
A pattern recognition tool for iris identification which includes edge detection and Hough transformation were suggested by [57] [89] . It uses Gaber-Filter-Bank for iris localization and pattern matching. An efficient iris recognition algorithm by characterizing key local features was presented by [58] . The matching algorithm consists of following steps [58] :
Step I: Construct a set of one dimensional intensity signals for characterizing the important information of original two-dimensional iris image.
Step II: Use a particular class of wavelets to record local sharp variation points in the intensity signals.
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Step III: Match the similarities between sharp variation points of two iris images.
Daugman developed a system which acquires iris image using a LED-based point light source in conjunction with a standard video camera. For matching an iris image, Daugman applied the computation of normalized hamming distances between iris codes [21] [22] . The Gaussian filter at multiple scales were applied by [97] [20] to produce a template and the technique computes the normalized correlation as a similarity measure. Chowhan S. S. presented a survey paper on Biometric System for Security and Identity Management [18] . Ramali presented an iris image acquisition and authentication system. The authentication composed of five steps: Histogram; Equalization; Filter; Canny Edge detection; and template matching. This iris acquisition system captures the desired image and compares the stored image with an online image for authentication [72] . Serestina Viriri approach detects the largest nonoccluded rectangle part of iris image as a Region Of Interest (ROI) [93] . Efficient, robust and fast methods for segmentation of noisy iris images were presented by [105] [88] .
The Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) based methods for iris image classification and identification were used by [30] [26] [47] . The steps of SIFT based methods are as follow:
Step I: Image Acquisition
Step II: Iris Localization
Step III: Determine the darkest point of the image.
Step IV: Find the number of black holes and key points using SIFT.
Step V: Match the key points of the input image with the key points of images in database.
Yong Zhu presented an iris biometric for personal identification. The iris biometric was implemented using Iris Image Acquisition, Image Preprocessing, Feature Extraction, and Iris Identification phases. For texture discrimination wavelet transform was used Yong Zhu. The multi-channel Gabor filter determines the pictorial information in the human cortex. After applying wavelet transformation on an original image we get a set of sub images at different resolution levels. The mean and variance of each wavelet sub-image are extracted as texture features [109] .
Hamming Distance Based Iris Identification
James Matey proposed Hamming Distance (HD) and barrel shift based method for comparing two iris images which may differ in resolution, wavelength, occlusion and gaze. A barrel shift is the rotation of cylinder on its axis. Here, circular rotation of iris image is considered as barrel shift about the pupil center. The HD is used to measure the dissimilarities between any two iris images whose two phase code vectors are denoted as {codeA, codeB} and whose mask bit vectors are {maskA, maskB} [59] [60] . The HD can be obtained using following mathematical formula:
Sarasvathi K. proposed a biometric cryptosystem which includes cryptography and biometrics for network security. A cryptographic key is generated from the biometric templates and encrypted minutiae templates of iris are stored in the database [75] . John Daugman proposed a new advancement in iris based identification system in which he presented a new method for detecting and modeling inner and outer boundaries with contours [23] .
Eigen Values Based Iris Identification
Laplace operator is used for dimensionality reduction of high dimensional data space [7] . Belkin and Niyogi used the Eigen values of manifold defined by points in a given featured space. The method is classified as Multi Dimensional Scaling method [7] . An efficient eigen values based technique for online iris image compression and identification was presented by [63] . The method uses CASIA datasets and completes identification using following phases [13] John Daugman proposed a new technique using 2D Fourier Spectrum and 2D Gabor Transform for iris recognition. The method uses following steps to identify an iris image [21] [22] [23] :
Step 1: Capture at least 70 pixels in iris radius using a monochrome CCD camera.
Step 2: Measure the total high-frequency power in the 2D Fourier spectrum of each frame.
Step 3: Extract the phase modulation using 2D Gabor wavelets.
Step 4: Use the extracted phase for matching and iris recognition.
Analysis of Iris Based Biometric Systems
It is difficult to alter the iris of a person. figure 9 . The results of figure 9 show that iris based biometric systems have low FAR and medium FRR values. Therefore, Iris based recognition systems are preferred for security measurement of highly secured places but iris based identification methods cannot be used for identifying blind persons. The hamming distance and eigen values based iris identification methods have better robustness and accuracy in comparison to spectrum transformation based iris identification methods.
The FAR and FRR of iris and DNA sequence (discussed in next section) based identification methods measured on different parameters are presented in table 3. [54] [64] .
Iris

DNA Sequence
Universality
High High
Uniqueness
High High
Permanence
High High
Collectability
Medium High
Performance
High High
Acceptability
High Medium
Circumvention
High Medium
FAR
Low Low
FRR
Medium Low
V. DNA Sequence Based Identification Methods
Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) has a double helix structure and each helix is a linear arrangement of four types of nucleotides: Adenine (A), Cytosine (C), Guanine (G), Thymine (T) and unknown nucleotide (N). Here, N can either A or C or G or T. The DNA sequence can be obtained from a sample of blood, semen, saliva, urine, hair, teeth, bone, tissue, and sweat etc. Every person has a unique DNA sequence excluding identical twins. A sample DNA sequence structure is given in figure 10 [62] [64] .
TTTTCGAATTNAACCTCGGTTTNCCTGCCTAACCTC CCAAGTAGCTGGGACTACAGGCGCCTGCCCGCGCA CCCGGCTAATTTTTAGTAGAGACCGTGTTTCACCG TGTTAGCCAGGATGGTCTCGATCTCCTGAC Fig. 10 : A sample DNA sequence structure [62] [64] .
Various algorithms have been proposed to compress the size of DNA sequence data by [110] [111] [85] [86] [3] . To compress the DNA sequence we use two main approaches: Hirofumi Tsutsumi presented a new case of personal identification due to detection of rare DNA types from seminal stain. Tsutsumi used a Short Tandem Repeat part of DNA sequence for identifying a person [90] . Masaki Hashiyada proposed DNA biometrics based offline identitiy verification. Hashiyada suggested that DNA biometrics doesn't change during the life of a person and therefore it can be used as a reliable source for identifying a living thing. Polymerase chain reaction was used by Masaki for DNA amplification and amplified DNA sequence was matched for identifying a living thing [33] [34] . DNA Compress introduced by [14] uses a two pass strategy is based on substitution (Lempel Ziv style) compression method. In the first pass a specialized programme called Pattern Hunter is used as a preprocessor for finding significant approximate repetitions. The second pass encodes these repetitions by a pointer to their previous occurrences [54] .
The shape DNA based method was used and deployed by Martin Reuter to identify the shapes of solids and surfaces. Since the spectrum of LaplaceBeltrami operator contains intrinsic shape information. Therefore, it is called -Shape DNA‖ [74] . Asogawa Minoru analyzed the methods and mechanism for identifying a person using DNA sequence. Minoru used CODIS (Combined DNA Index System) for analyzing DNA sequence [65] . A lossless horizontal and vertical method for online DNA sequence compression and identification was presented by [62] . In this method the algorithm compresses DNA data first horizontally and then vertically. Here, capital case letters, small case letters, and few special symbols were used to compress and decompress complex DNA sequences. The symbols used by K. N. Mishra for compression and decompression of DNA sequences are as follow [62] Set S is the set of union of all S X 's (X  ∑) and it contains all upper case and lowercase letters with few special symbols [64] .
The compression and decompression rules used for compressing and decompressing DNA sequences are defined and explained in tables 4 and 5 [64] . Table 4 : DNA Sequence Compression Rules [64] S.No.
x= Ψx y=y.C X .Nx Table 5 : DNA Sequence Decompression rules [64] S.No.
Ranbir Soram used DNA biometric information for personal identification and described the measurement method of STR data of DNA sequence [81] . The generalized structure of methods used for compression and identification of DNA sequence is represented by figure 11. 
Analysis of DNA Sequence Compression and Decompression Methods
The compression and decompression results of standard DNA datasets for different algorithms are presented in figure 12 and table 6. The figure 12 compares after-compression-memory-requirements of each algorithm. The results of figure 12 show that DNASC-I gives the best compression result for DNA sequences excluding HUMGHCSA data set. The GeNML method gives the best compression result for HUMGHCSA dataset. Table 6 represents the time required (in seconds) for compression and decompression of standard DNA sequences using DNASC-I algorithm and a processor of 1.40 GHz [64] .
The DNA sequence compression and decompression based identification methods cannot be used for online identification of a person because DNA sequence extraction from blood sample, sweat, hair or a cell is an offline process. Since, identical twins share the same DNA sequence. Therefore, DNA sequence based methods cannot be used for identical twins identification.
VI. Multimodal System Based Identification Methods
A single biometric feature based model is not sufficient for foolproof personal identification. Therefore, we need to combine two or more biometric features for foolproof personal identification. A single biometric system may suffer from many problems e.g. sensitivity to noise, intra-class variability, data quality, non-universality (due to incorrect data), intra-class variations (due to incorrect interaction with sensor), inter-class similarities (due to overlap), and spoof attacks [24] [53] [79] . A multimodal biometric identification system resolves the problems of single biometric system based identification methods. The generalized structure of multimodal biometric system is represented by figure 13 [40] In figure 13 , the physiological and behavioral features of a person are extracted by using existing techniques and these features are fused together. The above matching with online extracted multimodal patterns then the system will declare a message "Successful Identification" otherwise the system will declare a message "unsuccessful identification".
Physiological Features Based Multimodal Systems
Physiological features based multimodal systems will use the combination of two or more physiological features of a person. Few important combinations are as follow:
Palate and DNA Sequence Based Multimodal Systems
The palate and DNA sequence based multimodal system will be an accurate and foolproof identification system which will be able to identify a living person and a dead person. Every person has unique palatal rugae and DNA sequence excluding the case of identical twins. Identical twins will have different palatal rugae structure but same DNA sequence. If a person losses his body parts (hand, foot, and eye etc.) in an accident then also the combination of palatal rugae and DNA sequence can be used for identity verification [12] [64] .
Iris, hand geometry and Finger Veins Based Multimodal Systems
Iris has low FAR and hand geometry has high FAR where as iris and hand geometry both have medium FRR. Finger veins have low FAR and medium FRR. Therefore, iris-hand geometry-finger veins based multimodal system will have very good acceptability and it will be sufficient to identify a person [23] [76] [101] .
Iris, Thumbprint and DNA Sequence Based Multimodal System
A new multimodal identification system based on combination of iris, DNA and thumb was proposed by [64] . In this system compressed form of STR part of DNA sequence, compressed thumbprint and compressed iris image (Eigen iris) were used. This combination is reliable for identifying a dead or a living person. The thumb print and iris image are used for identifying a living person. The STR part of DNA sequence can be used for identifying a dead person [64] . Iris based systems cannot be used for identifying a blind person. DNA sequence cannot be used for identifying identical twins and thumbprint based system cannot be used for identifying a handicapped (handless) person. Therefore, combination of iris-thumbprint-DNA sequence can neutralize the shortcomings of each other and it will be very much useful for identifying a blind and handicapped identical twin [65] [62] [64] .
A multimodal biometric system for personal identification using iris image and fingerprint fusion was presented by [5] . The system used Hamming Distance (HD) matcher for identifying a person [22] . Xue-Zhen-Kuang proposed a weighted cost function based multimodal biometric system. The Xue-ZhenKuang algorithm is based on local weighted regression, local approximation, and global identification features [100] .
Behavioral Features Based Multimodal Systems
The behavioral features include head movement, lip motion, voice, heartbeat, body language, walking style, and gait signature etc. The behavioral features based biometric systems will use valid combinations of two or more behavioral features for identifying a person. Few important behavioral features based multimodal systems are as follows:
Heartbeat, Head Movement and Voice Based Multimodal System
The voice frequency of a person can be mimicked and therefore voice based identification system cannot be considered as a foolproof system. If head movement and heartbeats of a person are combined with the voice of that person then it will be a foolproof multimodal system. Because, the voice frequency and head movement of a person can be mimicked by another person but it is not possible by a person to mimic heartbeat-voice frequency-head movement together at the same time. The combination of voice, lip motion and head movement is another valid multimodal system for identifying a person accurately. If two persons talk with each other then both the persons will have unique combination of voice-lip-motion and head movement [25] [71] .
Facial Expression, Heartbeat and Speech based Multimodal System
Every person's heart keeps on pumping until his death. Heart produces signals which are recorded by the Electrocardiograms (ECG). The digitized heartbeat can be captured and measured using an electronic stethoscope. The digitized heartbeat signals can be stored in the database for matching scores. Combining facial expressions with speech and heartbeat can be a suitable combination for identifying a person because it is difficult to copy facial expression, voice, and heartbeat of a person together at the same time. This combination can be a suitable identification method for verifying the identity of a deaf person [71] [16] .
Combinational Features Based Multimodal Systems
The combinational features based multimodal systems combine physiological and behavioral features together for identifying a person. Some important combinational features based multimodal systems with their merits and demerits are presented in its subsections. This combination of multimodal system integrates a face recognition, finger prints verification and speech verification together for identifying a person. Soltane proposed a system which combined the features of face and speech for human identification. Here, Gaussian Mixture Modal (GMM) was used for text independent speech verification. Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm for maximum likely hood estimation was applied by [80] for personal identification. The combination of Finger print, speech and face based multimodal system is self sufficient to identify a particular person. It is a fact that fingerprint-speechface based multimodal system is being used by law enforcement community [61] .
Head Anatomy and Voice based Multimodal System
Head structure based identification is the combination of physiological and behavioral elements of human head. In Head Authentication Technique (HAT), the human voice and the physiological anatomy of the head are used together for identification [10] [107] . This approach includes capturing and comparing the samples of sounds produced at different locations on the person's head, mouth, and outer-ear. If a person speaks then the resultant resonance is used to generate a biometric absorption template and this biometric template will be used for analyzing the frequencies of data streams. The head authentication technique depends on the way the sound propagates through human head. Sound waves accelerate, decelerate, reflect, refract and attenuate within the complex heterogeneous structure of the head. This method establishes relationship between human voice and the physiological anatomy of the head. The heartbeat can be combined with head anatomy and voice for creating a reliable multimodal system [10] [17] .
Analysis of Multimodal Systems
A multimodal identification system is reliable and secure method for personal identification. This system uses different combinations of two or more biometric identifiers. If we take a set that includes the combinations of all Multimodal Biometric Systems (MBS) then this set can be represented as MBS= {P 1 , P 2 , P 3 , P 4 , P 5 , ...P n } where P i will be a multimodal system. Any one of these multimodal systems will be sufficient for foolproof identification of a person. 
Here, m represents the total number of biometrics, and n represents the number of biometrics used for identification.
In figure 14 , X-axis represents False Acceptance Rate (FAR) and Y-axis represents Genuine Acceptance Percentage (GAP). The results of figure 14 show that GAP is very high for fingerprint based methods, low for face based biometric systems and very low for hand geometry based systems. In the figure 15, X-axis represents False Rejection Rate (FRR) and Y-axis represents Genuine Rejection Percentage (GRP) of fingerprint-face-hand geometry based multimodal system. The X-axis values are ranging from 10 to 0.001 in the multiples of 10 -1 and Y-axis values are ranging from 0 to 100 at the difference of 20. The GRP is very low for fingerprint based methods, high for face based biometric systems and very high for hand geometry based systems [40] [20][55] [53] . The FAR and GAP for CASIA (CAS 1, CAS 2, CAS 3) datasets are presented in figure 16 . The results of figure 16 show that FAR is lower for iris image data sets in comparison to thumbprints. The iris image has better performance than thumbprint in terms of GAP. The comparison of FRR and GRP for thumbprint and iris datasets is presented in figure 17 . The FRR values Each multimodal system has its own advantages and disadvantages. The heartbeat -head movement & voice, lip motion -voice & head movement, and heartbeatspeech -facial expressions based multimodal systems have low accuracy and high cost. These systems require a lot of computations for verifying the identity of a person. The palate and DNA based multimodal systems have high accuracy but extracting DNA sequence and palatal rugae patterns will be a time consuming process. The iris -finger veins & hand geometry based multimodal systems have medium accuracy, medium cost, medium FAR, and medium FRR values. The fingerprints -speech & face based multimodal systems will require a large amount of time for computations and the system will have low accuracy with high FAR, and high FRR values. The thumbprint -iris & DNA features based multimodal system has high accuracy, low FAR and low FRR values but the system requires expensive machine setups and high computations.
VII. Conclusion and Future Research Directions
In this research paper we have discussed the analysis and shortcomings of fingerprints, iris image and DNA sequence based multimodal systems. Biometric systems based on thumbprint, iris image, finger veins, palates, DNA sequence, voice, and gait signature can identify a person but multiple features based biometric systems give better matching scores in comparison to single feature based biometric systems. DNA sequence based identification system cannot verify the identity of identical twins and it is not used for online identification.
The multimodal systems e.g. thumbprint-iris-DNA, Palate-Finger veins-fingerprints, head geometry-voicebody language, and heartbeat-voice-body language give better matching results in comparison to single feature based systems in terms FRR, FAR, GAP, and GRP. A multimodal system based on thumbprint-iris-DNA will be very much useful for identifying a living person or a dead person. The researchers can further improve the performance existing thumbprint-iris-DNA based multimodal system in terms of accuracy, storage and comparison time.
In latent fingerprints based identification, the latent fingerprints are collected from crime scene and these are compared with stored fingerprints of database. The researchers can combine latent fingerprint with latent palm print and latent gait signature for foolproof identification of criminals. The researchers need to further improve the performance of latent fingerprints comparison methods and comparison time [44] [45] . Palatal patterns based methods are not mature enough to be used for online personal identification. Therefore, we need to further improve the performance of palatal patterns based online identification methods in terms of FAR, FRR, GAP and GRP [12] . The researchers can apply rough set, fuzzy logic, soft computing and neural
